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Let him be
A basketball player
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Short Synopsis

“Every new beginning
is easy, unless it's hard.”

Let Him Be a Basketball Player is the story of Ranta,
always hungry, clumsy and infinitely tall teenage boy
(so tall that he could tie a necktie for Giraffes). When
the gym teacher at his school invites him to play for a
basketball team, Ranta’s world is turned upside down.
So starts an exciting journey, full of unpredictable
adventures with his funny friend/manager Smodlak by
his side...

Synopsis
This is a story of Ranta, boy so tall he could tie neckties on
giraffes. He ate everything you brought him on a plate and a plate,
he was so skinny that sun shone through him and so lazy that the
bed almost had to come to him, otherwise he would fall asleep
standing up.
One day school’s gym teacher invites him to play for a basketball
team and Ranta’s world is turned upside down. He never thought
basketball would change his life. Beginnings are difficult. At his
first game, he scores for the wrong team, causing mockery in his
school.
He falls in love with his schoolmate Metka. Like any first love
usually is, it is a bit clumsy and reserved.
As soon as Ranta gets better in basketball, he's followed by the
manager of the opposite team – Tini Trska – with his two
minions-assistants. He tries to persuade Ranta to join his team.
One weekend, when Ranta's parents are away, Smodlak, his best
friend suggests Ranta to hosts a party at his house.
At first, Ranta is not excited about the idea, but once Metka agrees
to come, Ranta says yes. The party is a success, Ranta and Metka
dance and kiss. As every true, big love, also their love encounters a
few difficulties, which lead to a fight. Ranta persistently tries to
win back Metka, but she's too stubborn. After a while, Smodlak
offers a brilliant solution – Ranta should sing a serenade to Metka.
Unfortunately Ranta sings completely off-key, but no matter,
Metka is touched and they get back together.
Meanwhile Tini Trska visits Ranta's parents, trying to influence
Ranta's decision on joining his team. Ranta’s parents are
convinced joining Tini’s team would be a good thing for their son,
so they suggest Ranta to go to Tini's office for an interview. When
he goes, he hears Tini's assistants in the men’s room, talking about
plans they have for Ranta’s future, which reveal an unpleasant
truth. He's disappointed and decides to return and play for his old
team Sokoli.
At the final match between Sokoli and Superce, Ranta plays
brilliantly, leading his team to victory.
End of story? Not at all, it's only the beginning!

Director's statement
»The fantasy world of Primoz Suhodolčan’s book Let Him
Be a Basketball Player presented many challenges while
adapting it into the film form. At the same time, I felt a
huge responsibility since several generations of kids have
grown up reading this book. That's why among the whole
film crew and the actors, prejudices were dropped and we
entered into a surreal world, where children's imagination
rules and in which our heroes discover the troubles and
joys of childhood through their adventures. Have no fear,
regardless of your age, it's a world you can step into as
well.«

Biography of Director
Boris Petkovič, born on the 22nd of April 1971 in Zenica
(Bosnia), graduated in Koper from the Faculty for Navy
Navigation. In 2005 he graduated from EICAR film school
in Paris where he continued as a teacher for three years.
In 2008 he came back to Ljubljana where he works as a
freelance film director.

“Who is this...Ranta?”

Primož Suhodolčan
about the story..
»When I started writing the story about Ranta it was
my biggest wish that it would become a film someday.
I grew up watching lots of films and reading comic
books. I was writing in early mornings, before the sun
or the postman showed.
They used to say: clear head makes good writing.
Maybe its true. In any case I am just so happy to finally
see my book becoming a film!«

Klemen Kostrevc
»The shooting of “Baketball player“ was a big adventure
for me. Every day on the set was something special, also
full of laughs and friendship. This was my first time on
film and I played the main character as if it was me.
Actually, Ranta is me«

Gaja Filač
»Making a film to me is like a big book we're all writing
together. Beginnings are a bit awkward,
understanding your character can be tricky but with time
everything about it grows on you your character, fellow actors, the crew, waking up at dawn,
long shooting days...
With the two boys, Klemen and Mitja, we formed a
brotherhood and got along great.
Every night I went to sleep with smile on my face and
when the alarm clock rang in the morning,
I was happy to jump out of bed. Free days suddenly felt
empty and i wished the shooting would never end.«
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